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This was a new term for me. It was used by the social worker assigned to my  
mother from hospice care. 
 Marie, my mother, was 95 when she started to fade. It was very quick—she 
became too weak to push her walker and for the first time in her life I heard her say, 
“I would like to go to bed.”  
 She never got up but stayed there for three days gradually becoming weaker  
and weaker and sleeping more and more—“actively dying.”  
 The hospice team was marvelous support not only to my mother but also to 
our family. They knew the signs and what to expect when someone is not going to 
recover. They also seemed to know that she was not in pain by her demeanor and  
lack of facial tension. 
 If you haven’t been in this situation before you don’t know what to do or what 
to expect and how to read the body language of someone who cannot express what 
they are feeling. 
 At first she was weak but awake. She knew us and could respond to us. 
Gradually she kept her eyes closed more and responded very little verbally although 
she would react to our squeezing her hand or push us away if we did something  
she didn’t want us to do. 
 Her grandchildren were very good at carrying on one-way conversations  
and played her favorite music over and over again. 
 The hospice team kept assuring us and urging, “She knows you are here.  
She can hear you. Keep talking to her.” 
 Ah…but they forgot one thing—my mother has a hearing loss. It took my 
breath away—how could she hear now when in the fullness of life she could not  
hear even with her hearing aid? How could we comfort her with our words and 
presence when she really probably was not hearing us? Is touching enough to  
soothe and assure?  
 Does this make actively dying more traumatic for someone with hearing loss? 
Are they cut off sooner, lose the connection faster, feel they are fading alone and 
lonely even though their whole loving family is right there talking to them?
 I don’t have the answers to these questions, but I still think about it. 

Brenda Battat is executive director of HLAA and can be reached at battat@ 
hearingloss.org.

May is Better Hearing and Speech Month
This annual event raises awareness about hearing loss and communication disorders. 
HLAA Chapters across the country hold outreach events in communities across 
the country. HLAA’s Walk4Hearing holds five of its spring walks in May. It’s also a 
good time to encourage friends and family to get their hearing tested. For a list of 
professionals who give free hearing screenings, go to www.hearingloss.org, click  
on Support, then click on Find a Professional. Those with an asterisk next to  
their names give free screenings.
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